
 

The Waves Mercury Bundle is a comprehensive collection of processing plugins that add character and energy to your recordings. With all eight waves Mercury plugins in the box, you'll be able to discover how they can add great new tones and textures with just a couple of clicks. First, place the plugin on your track in any desired location and adjust knobs and dials using either your computer's mouse
or an external controller like the Korg nanoKontrol2. The Mercury bundle includes the following plugins: V-EQ4: The V-EQ4 is a 4-band + 1-band parametric equalizer that offers precise and intuitive control over your sound. It features our award winning Mid/Side processing and easy A/B comparison. It is the perfect tool for final mixing and mastering as well as for creative sound design. V-Comp:
The V-Comp is a compressor with our MASH algorithm, which ensures transparent, yet rich compression to any audio material. Since the development of V-Comp, we've received many requests to easily assign V-Comp as a high-quality compressor in AAX and RTAS format. Vocal Designer: The V-Designer is a parametric EQ with ADT, ADT+, and ADT+D filters. Control your boost and cut
anywhere on the frequency spectrum with this versatile EQ plug. Vocal Delay: The faster you play your notes, the more pronounced and unique they'll sound—just like a delay pedal on steroids! It's simple: set up two instances of Vocal Delay running at different speeds and dial in just the right amount of decay delay to give your track that special touch. Vocal Recorder: This unique vocal recorder
plugs into Vocal Designer and lets you capture, play, overdub, and overdub pause your vocals. It has three modes: single take or multi-take record, playback, or auto-record. Vocal Stutter: Stutter your vocals to create a rhythmic texture! This effect uses conventional time based Stutter algorithms to process your vocals to create a rhythmic pattern that can be repeated using conventional effects. This
adds depth and texture to your vocals where they are the loudest. Vocal Saturator: The Vocal Saturator is a tube saturation unit that adds an organic sounding saturation touch to your vocal tracks. You can choose from a variety of tube types and colors as well as from 4 types of drivers. Vocal Rider: The vocal rider is a compressor with a fast attack and slow release. It is ideal for live engineer use, as it
gives you a transparent control over volume levels. Vocal Transformer: The Vocal Transformer is great for adding character to vocals and instruments, adding a subtle but distinctive twist to sound. It can generate an octave up effect or create psychedelic sounds by distorting your input signal. http://www.waves.
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